# Sophomore Thresher Appears

## Election Race

### To End Monday

**King of May Fete**

Jack Glenn Weakens; Accepts Position As King of May Fete

The announcement that was made recently that Jack Glenn, a member of the class of '27, would accept the position of King of May Fete, was received with much interest by the students. However, it was later announced that Jack Glenn would probably accept the position after all, and that he had accepted it.

The announcement was made by the president of the Student Council, who said that Jack Glenn had accepted the position. The president added that Jack Glenn had received a large number of votes in the election for the position.

**RESTRICTS "K" USE**

**"K" Men Jim Duky, president of the Alpha Phi Omega, in a recent speech, said that he would restrict the use of the letter "K" by the fraternity. He said that the fraternity had been using the letter "K" for many years, but that he felt that it was time to restrict its use.

Jim Duky said that the fraternity had been using the letter "K" for many years, but that he felt that it was time to restrict its use. He added that the fraternity had been using the letter "K" for many years, but that he felt that it was time to restrict its use.

**CLIMAX OF ISSUES MAKES TO BOW**

This issue appears to be the climax of all issues. Last week we read the following:

* "Dr. Altenburg strives for a country that will be a leader in the world."

* "He is ready to work, and every holder of a blanket tax certificate is ready to work.

* By the time this issue is published, we will have notified the members of the executive committee of the Annual Meeting in Mt. Vernon, Ill., of the details of the meeting.

* "The committee will meet on May 2 at 2 P.M."
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* The police force has, however, been notified.

* "Dr. Altenburg said, "But he thought it would be better to have such a meeting of the executive committee of the Annual Meeting in Mt. Vernon, Ill., of the details of the meeting."
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Sensible Democracy

One of the most flagrant shortcomings of democracy is the habit of appointing to offices for which they are untrained and temperamentally unfit. This is something Brigade and the whole Civil Service and is one of the most admirable things that these United States have done. In order to combat the fallacy of men in positions of power to put their friends where they can get a slice of the public cake, Interstate and has grown upon a custom that is just as logical, probably more so in our condition. The system of staff nominations. The selection of staff nominations has been shown throughout the previous year capabilities for success in detail and has done the actual hard work to produce.

The appointment is in the intelligence of Rice students to say that they will place a man in office merely on account of personal popularity, however, wise and capable the man who has the seniority and considered lacking of the retiring staff.

There has been a notable increase of one of these coveted nominations unless he has shown throughout the previous year capabilities for success in detail and has done the actual hard work to produce. This system is one of the most admirable things that these United States have done.

Rice Owl

A new a era is in sight for the Rice Owl. It is now an official institute publication. The Owl is probably doing more to advertise the Institute in distant parts of the country than any other factor. It is in practically every American university of any size and importance. Rice itself, who issue tricks of Rice, but who really, the staff, is not always clear to judge the Institute by its comments. It is, therefore, necessary that the Owl uphold the high standards which have been set and maintained by Bob Morris and his predecessors.

The Inaugural Issue

Many years ago a standard design was adopted for the distinctive Rice Cap. Since that time the cap has been in use and has become a sort of brazen air that is disagreeable to any ex-Slime. This is the distinctive Slime top-piece, and since that time the cap has been a brazen air that is disagreeable to any ex-Slime.

Famous Steak Dinner

We Cater Especially to Rice Students

Old College Inn

Here's Health and Fun

Whose afraid of beingشرق Après le dîner, the comfortable perfect-fit cologne that dries quickly and keeps its shape! On the brush, with a swirling cap, its all-wool strength keeps your wear. We have a full display of Jantzen for men and women in the fashionable new Xmas colors. Come in to see them. Let us explain the Jantzen patterned low-thim and non-stretching suspenders, but I could not get my eyes up that high. There was a still know below, and bought thirteen pair.

But, alas, she was not a widow. I was too trusting, and after a fight she turned me to the good ship, I found on the deck an elegant lady, with smoking glasses adjusted, set out looking on all sides for Aurora. Should I try to find her—Ah! another victory for science!

"No," I said, "my name is Abe Cohen, and I hope to meet you somewhere else."

"The Best Shop for Style—After All"

A feature value

White Oxford Shirts

In these Shirts the finest quality of business Oxford is combined with useful making, to give the best quality. Non-stretching and non-stretching styles.

Sakowitz Bros

On Main Street at Preston

"Prosperity for a man or a nation, requires that income be larger than expenses."—John Wanamaker.

Regular Savings Mean Prosperity.

South Texas Commercial Bank

The First National Bank

875

OUT of 1,000 working men and women who had kept Bank Accounts for two years and over, 875 were making more money than when they opened their accounts. Out of 1,000 workers who had no bank accounts, only 148 made more at the end of two years.

Guannty National

164 Main Street

Bank, Houston, Texas

Engineers Hosts

To Visiting High School Athletes

This year the year being the year between the Freshmen and Sophomore years, there seemed a way of showing the large group of visiting high school athletes the many and various wonders of the "little school on Main Street," but those men in Rice planned a little program to entertain the student athletes and to help any recent donor to attend Rice. After a supper at the house the boys gave the people a real reception. This was done by showing the beautiful, mechanical, and electrical ideas. There was a chance of being a winner of a Slime Cap.

"The Best Shop for Style—After All"

Leopold & Price

The Home of Kuppenheimer Good and Quantity

Engineers Hosts

To Visiting High School Athletes

This year the year being the year between the Freshmen and Sophomore years, there seemed a way of showing the large group of visiting high school athletes the many and various wonders of the "little school on Main Street," but those men in Rice planned a little program to entertain the student athletes and to help any recent donor to attend Rice. After a supper at the house the boys gave the people a real reception. This was done by showing the beautiful, mechanical, and electrical ideas. There was a chance of being a winner of a Slime Cap.
The cross-word puzzle in last week's edition.
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Assistant Editor Blince Thorne: egg gambling raid by the bull committee last night. Get to write an editorial denouncing gambling. I suppose?
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CAME through the extreme weakness and Hannon were the Rice and Goodrich ran the 120-yd. high hurdles. Slime of last vein', met Kiyunson, etc., evidently addressed to Jackie.

Tilden the following imploring document.

I go to the heart against the dual track meet will be held between and Rice Owls. The meet was originally scheduled for Thursday but was moved to Friday because of the District Intercollegiate Meet. The Owls chose that label in practically every event since the配上。